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Geological (direct) data on the deformation of the Earth 
become more & more sparse with increasing depth… 

Very common for the 
shallow crust (> 10 km) 

Less for the 
middle to lower 
crust (20-40 km) 

Very rare for the 
lithospheric mantle 
40-100(150) km 

Almost inexistent for 
the convecting mantle: 
Inclusions in diamonds! 

Deep mantle is not far (<2900 km), but inaccessible… 

No direct observation of its deformation! 



Anisotropy of physical properties may be used to study 
deformation in the deep Earth 



What do we need for using this approach for the deep mantle? 
1.  Clear observations of seismic anisotropy 
2.  Knowledge on the constitutive minerals deformation: 

 2.1. at the crystal scale : which deformation mechanisms? 
 2.2. at the rock scale : texture (crystal preferred orientation) 

development as a function of strain 
3. Knowledge on the minerals’ and deformed rocks’ seismic 
properties 
4. Calculation of the texture and seismic anisotropy produced by 
a given deformation and of their consequences to the 
seismological observations 



Seismic anisotropy: Observations 

Shear wave splitting: in D”, Sdiff & ScS 

http://garnero.asu.edu/ 
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Seismic anisotropy in the D" layer 
Lev Vinnik x'•, Barbara Romanowicz •, Yves Le S•unff x and Larissa Makeyeva • 
Abstract. We present observations of diffracted SV 
(SVd) for a path between the Fiji-Tonga islands and 
the eastern coast of North America at distances greater 
than 110 ø. Observed features of S diffracted suggest 
that coupling between SVd and SHd can be ruled out 
as a first order effect for this path. Arrivals of SHd 
are late relative to IASP91 travel-times by about 10 s, 
and those of SVd are late relative to SHd by 3 s, for 
most records. The slope of the log(SVd/SHd) spectral 
ratio is around 3Hz -• in the range 0.06-0.15 Hz. A 
transversely isotropic low-velocity layer in the lower- 
most mantle with a thickness of 200-300 km may ac- 
count for most of the observed properties of SVd. 

Introduction 

The D" layer at the base of the mantle is a region 
where processes of prime importance for understanding 
Earth dynamics are likely to take place. These vigorous 
processes are responsible for a complicated and hetero- 
geneous structure of D". Among the most important 
sources of data on the structure of D" are records of 
P and S waves diffracted at the core mantle boundary 
(CMB). It has been known for a long time that Sd is 
polarized as SH at distances exceeding 105- 110 ø. This 
view has been based on observations of Sd in the period 
range around 20 s and theoretical arguments (Teng and 
Richards 1968). Recently, a few observations of SVd 
at distances between 107 o and 120 o were reported by 
Vinnik et al. (1989). The amplitude ratio SVd/SHd 
was frequency-dependent, and there was a phase shift 
between similar frequencies in SVd and SHd. Two ex- 
planations for the phenomenon of long-range propaga- 
tion of SVd were discussed. One is a •,one of negative 
S velocity gradient at the base of the mantle. The sec- 
ond is azimuthal anisotropy at the base of the man- 
tie. In the latter case, the radial (R) and transverse 
(T) components of Sd would be coupled due to shear- 
wave splitting. Lay and Young (1991) reported travel 
time differences between arrivals of SVd and SHd at dis- 
tances around 100 ø for a wavepath under the northern 
Pacific, which they attributed to anisotropy in D". 

We here present observations of SVd for paths be- 
tween the Fiji-Tonga islands and the eastern coast of the 
US. Two records for this path were already discussed by 
Vinnik et al. (1989). The number of available records 
is now much larger, which allows us to investigate the 
nature of the phenomenon in more detail. 

X Seismographic Station, University of California, Berkeley 
•'Institute of Physics of the Earth, Moscow, Russia 
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Observations of SVd 
The records discussed here are obtained at stations 

ItRV (42.51N,-71.56W, IRIS) and WFM (42.61N,- 
71.49W, GEOSCOPE), for deep events in the Fiji- 
Tonga region (Table 1). Fig. 1 shows the surface projec- 
tions of typical wavepaths between source and receiver 
regions, and the source mechanism distribution. Fig. 2 
presents observations, low-pass filtered with 0.1 H• cut- 
off to suppress microseismic noise. Intermediate events 
are not considered, because their depth phases, sSKS, 
pSKS, sSKKS and pSKKS could be mistaken for SVd. 
Arrivals of SKS and SKKS are consistent with IASP91 
traveltimes (Kennett and Engdahl 1991) to within 1 - 
2 s, whereas those of SHd are systematically late by 
around 10 s (Table 1). Arrivals of SVd are seen in 
many records. Effects of upper mantle anisotropy, as 
shown by the T component records of SKS and SKKS, 
are either weak or nonexistent. The deep events can 
be divided into two groups: a northern one, with back 
a•imuths around 2670 (86146,89320,93080 and 94068) 
and a southern one, with back azimuths around 264 ø. 

The two hypotheses proposed by Vinnik et al. (1989) 
can be tested by using the records of events with dif- 
ferent radiation patterns. Take-off angles of SVd and 
SKKS differ by only a few degrees and, in an isotropic 
medium, changes of the amplitude of SVd should be 
strongly correlated with those of SKKS and practically 
independent of those of SHd, as a function of source 
radiation pattern. The second hypothesis implies that 
due to azimuthal anisotropy, SHd and SVd are coupled. 
Then the amplitudes of SVd and SHd should be strongly 
correlated. We note that the amplitudes of SKS and 
SKKS in Fig. 2 are strongly correlated, which implies 
that their variations are affected not so much by path 
effects as by the source radiation patterns. Large vari- 
ations in the amplitude ratio SKKS/SHd in Fig. 2 are 
strongly correlated with those predicted for the respec- 
tive focal mechanisms. The amplitudes of SVd normal- 
ized by amplitudes of SHd are strongly correlated with 
those of SKKS (Fig. 3a), while no significant correla- 
tion is found between the amplitudes of SVd and SHd 
(Fig. 3b). 
Table 1. List of records. 6t is traveltime residual of 
SHd relative to IASP91. The residual is not given when 
SHd is not seen (93080). The residuals of SKS and 
SKKS are close to 0 s. 

A date Lat. Lon. depth station 
(øN) (ow) (kin) 

114.28 94 068 -18.04 -178.41 563 Hlq.V 12.5 
114.37 93 080 -18.04 -178.53 589 Hlq.V 
114.53 89 320 -17.36 -179.43 555 HI:tV li'.4 
114.68 93 190 -19.78 -177.49 398 HR.V 11.1 
116.17 91 273 -20.67 -178.52 590 HR.V 10.4 
117.18 86 167 -22.04 -178.93 547 WFM 12.7 
117.51 90 177 -22.02 -179.47 587 HR.V 10.5 
117.58 94 090 -22.06 -179.53 580 HR.V 9.5 
117.68 86 146 -20.19 178.86 538 WFM 9.5 
118.79 90 203 -23.15 -179.83 559 HR.V 10.3 
119.13 93 219 -23.87 -179.85 523 HR.V 12.5 
120.56 94 300 -25.78 179.42 535 HR.V 9.5 
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ANALYSIS OF SEISMIC SV WAVES IN THE CORE'S PENUMBRA 

Thorne Lay 1 and Christopher J. Young 2 

Abstract. Vertically-polarized S-waves (SV) attenuate rapidly 
as they diffract around the Earth's core, whereas horizontally- 
polarized S-waves (SH) propagate to large distances in the 
core shadow zone. The amplitude decay of diffracted SV 
signals is so strong that few studies have been made of these 
phases, despite their acute sensitivity to velocity structure just 
above the core-mantle boundary. We analyze SV signals in 
the penumbra of the core's shadow, finding systematic 
waveform complexities indicative of local stratification and 
apparent anisotropy at the base of the mantle, with implications 
for the dynamic processes in this internal boundary layer. 

Introduction 

The 200 km thick D" region at the base of the mantle is a 
major thermal, and possibly chemical, boundary layer in the 
mantle convection system [Lay, 1989]. Seismic waves that 
diffract along the core-mantle boundary (CMB) are sensitive to 
velocity structure in D", and have been extensively studied 
[Young and Lay, 1987]. Typically, diffracted wave analyses 
use compressional waves (P) and horizontally-polarized shear 
waves (SH). These waves both lose energy slowly as they 
diffract and can be observed throughout the core shadow zone 
(angular distances > 90ø). Vertically-polarized shear waves 
(SV) have received scant attention because they lose energy 
rapidly as they diffract, and SV observations beyond 105 ø are 
rare. Inefficient SV diffraction is due to destructive 
interference with ScSV and the strong density increase at the 
CMB [Chapman and Phinney, 1972]. 

Vinnik et al. [ 1989] recently presented a few observations of 
SV arrivals at large distances in the shadow zone (> 105 ø) that 
could be caused by splitting of diffracted SH due to 
anisotropic structure in D" or by strong negative velocity 
gradients in D" close to the critical gradient which prevents 
diffraction from occurring. Since there are many observations 
of rapid amplitude decay of SV near the onset of the core 
shadow zone [e.g. Kind and Mtiller, 1977], the observations 
of SV signals at large distances are probably associated with 
laterally heterogeneous structure in D", but additional analysis 
of SV waves is clearly warranted. 

This study analyzes SV signals near the onset of the core 
shadow zone, termed the penumbra, where diffraction causes 
a rapid decay of SV with increasing distance. SV signals 
provide a different sensitivity to D" velocity structure than P or 
SH phases, and the subtle destructive interference effects that 
prevent efficient diffraction can be used to detect both internal 
stratification and anisotropy of D". Both features have 
important implications for processes occuring near the CMB. 

1Institute of Tectonics, University of California, Santa Cruz 
2Sandia National Laboratory 
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Data and Analysis 

Observed SV signals from North American stations for a 
deep focus earthquake in the Izu slab are shown in Figure 1. 
At distances less than 82 ø the first strong arrival is the direct 
SV wave, which has a turning point in the lower mantle 
(below Alaska in this case). The SKS phase (downgoing SV 
converted to P in the outer core, and then back to upgoing SV) 
arrives before the core-reflected ScSV phase, and at a distance 
of 82 ø, crosses over and arrives ahead of direct SV. At 
distances greater than 92 ø, the SKKS phase (once reflected 
from the underside of the CMB) separates from the coda of 
SKS and exhibits a characteristic phase distortion. 

05/13/77 d = 448 km 
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Figure 1. Radial component SV signals recorded by long- 
period seismographic stations in North America for a deep 
(448 km) Izu event of May 13, 1977. First arrivals are aligned 
on the superimposed travel-time curves for the PREM model, 
and peak amplitudes in each trace are equalized. 

SV diminishes rapidly beyond 94 ø, the onset of the 
penumbra for these 20 s period arrivals, limiting the number of 
high signal-to-noise observations. This is not due to radiation 
pattern, for the focal mechanism has stable SV radiation over 
the entire take-off angle range encompassing SV and SKS 
(SKS is reversed in polarity relative to SV by the phase 
conversions at the CMB). The diffracted SV (SVdiff) 
waveforms near 99 ø have an extra wiggle. This feature is 
observed for other events and other stations (Figure 2) so it is 
not a receiver effect. The SVdiff complexity is unlikely to 
arise from source complexity given the simple waveforms of 
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Abstract

S waves diffracted along the core—mantle boundary (Sd) show in a few cases anomalously large SV components.
To test if azimuthal anisotropy in D” can be a cause for these anomalies, a method based on the Langer
approximation and on perturbation theory is developed to model Sd waves in the presence of anisotropy in D”. By
comparing the synthetics in azimuthally anisotropic models with those in isotropic or transversely isotropic models,
we search for the characteristic features in the data which would discriminate between the different models. The
SVd/SHd amplitude ratio turns out not to be a discriminating feature. A ratio of 30% at an epicentral distance of
115°can, for example, be explained by 1% of azimuthal anisotropy at the core—mantle boundary (CMB), decreasing
linearly to zero 150 km above, by a mean of 0.5% azimuthal anisotropy through D”, by a realistic negative velocity
gradient in an isotropic model of D”, or by transverse isotropy in D”. The phase difference between the SH and SV
components and their frequency content are not discriminating either. Thus, with a single recording, azimuthal
anisotropy cannot be discriminated from isotropy or transverse isotropy in D”. The only effect characteristic of
azimuthal anisotropy is that the horizontal particle motion of Sd hardlydepends on the focal mechanism, as opposed
to the linear dependence which exists in isotropic or transversely isotropic models. Also, it becomes invariant with
epicentral distance beyond 115°.To discriminate between different kinds of models, the particle motion of Sd waves
from several eventswith known focal mechanisms therefore needs to be analysed. To test the hypothesis of Vinnik Ct
al. (Geophys. Res. Lett., 16: 519—522, 1989) concerning the origin of the anomalous SVd they observed, we analyse
three of their data. These are Fiji events recorded at the North American Geoscope station WFM and at the North
Atlantic World Wide Standardized Seismograph Network station BEC, all showing large SVd waves. The Sd
waveforms of the two events recorded at the smallest epicentral distance cannot be explained simultaneously by a
laterally homogeneous isotropic or a transversely isotropic model for D”. An azimuthally anisotropic model with 1%
azimuthal anisotropy at the CMB explains them better. However, neither an isotropic nor an anisotropic model
could be found which explains the waveforms observed at the furthest station. The hypothesis of azimuthal
anisotropy in D” under the Pacific Ocean to explain these clearly anomalous waveforms is not confirmed. A much
larger data set should, however, be analysed before drawing a conclusion for that region. The example of the data of
Vinnik et al. shows that the clear predictions which are made here as to which waveforms are expected if D” is
anisotropic allow discriminating studies of D”.

1 Present address.
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anisotropy in D” under the Pacific Ocean to explain these clearly anomalous waveforms is not confirmed. A much
larger data set should, however, be analysed before drawing a conclusion for that region. The example of the data of
Vinnik et al. shows that the clear predictions which are made here as to which waveforms are expected if D” is
anisotropic allow discriminating studies of D”.

1 Present address.
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Abstract. On the basis of observational evidence, it has been 
assumed for a long time in the seismological literature that the 
diffracted S wave in the deep shadow of the earth's core is 
polarized as SH, in good agreement with models that do not 
contain a well pronounced low velocity zone at the base of the 
mantle. While this seems often to be the case, broad band hori- 
zontal records from the GEOSCOPE network show that, for 
some wavepaths, the diffracted SV is strong enough to be 
clearly observed at distances between 107 o and 117 o. Moreover, 
in some cases, the diffracted SV is shifted with respect to SH 
by approximately a quarter period. Such observations should 
put additional constraints on the structure near the core-mantle 
boundary. Among other possibilities, lateral variations of the 
gradient at the base of the mantle, allowing for regions with 
negative gradient, and possibly azimuthal anisotropy in D", 
should be considered in order to explain these data. 

Introduction 

The structure of the D" region at the base of the mantle is of 
great interest to earth scientists, because of the important con- 
straints it can provide to the dynamics of the earth's mantle 
and the interactions between the mantle and core (e.g. Stacey 
and Loper, 1983). 

The analysis of seismological data available in the early sev- 
enties led to a controversy concerning the gradient of P and S 
velocities in the D" region. This question has been reviewed by 
J. Cleary (1974); according to him, the value of this gradient 
was the main unresolved issue. While some published models 
suggested that this gradient is nearly constant down to the core 
mantle boundary, others indicated an abrupt decrease of it at a 
depth of about 100 km above the core-mantle boundary, some 
also suggested a positive gradient. To some extent, the same 
division of opinions is present in more recent publications (for 
review see Young and Lay, 1987). The problem looks even 
more complicated now than in 1974 due to evidence for pro- 
nounced lateral heterogeneity (e.g. Haddon, 1982) and anomal- 
ous anelastic attenuation in D" (Anderson and Hart, 1978). 

Studies of the structure of D" were performed using various 
seismic data. The most useful of them are probably those obta- 
ined from the observations of apparent velocities and attenua- 
tion of P and S waves diffracted around the core and observed 
in the shadow zone, at epicentral distances greater than 90 o 
(e.g; Alexander and Phinney, 1966; Sacks, 1966; Cleary, 1969; 
Doornbos and Mondt, 1979; Okal and Geller, 1979; Mula and 
Mi•ller, 1980;Bolt and Niazi, 1984). The most recent studies 
favor either a negative velocity gradient (-0.002s -1) for the P 
and S waves in the lowest 75 km of the mantle or a small pos- 
itive gradient. 

It has been known for a long time (see e.g; Cleary, 1969) that 
the diffracted S wave in the shadow zone is polarized as SH. 
This observation is in agreement with wave propagation theory 
(Teng and Richards, 1968) and was reproduced by numerical 
experiments (Chapman and Phinney, 1972; Kind and Miiller, 
1977; Doornbos and Mondt, 1979). The amplitude decay of SV 
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with distance is very sensitive to the velocity gradient; a nega- 
tive gradient in a broad zone at the base of the mantle would 
make SV strong enough to be observable at distances of 
110-120 o. The absence of observable SV is used, among other 
observations, as an argument against a well pronounced low- 
velocity zone in D". We will show in what follows, that, in 
some cases, SV diffracted is observed with an amplitude up to 
one half that of SH, well into the shadow of the core. 

Observational Data 

Any evidence for diffracted SV must be viewed with caution 
because of the possible splitting effects of anisotropy in the 
upper mantle near the receiver, well documented for SKS 
(Kind et al., 1985; Silver and Chan, 1988), a wave whose path 
is practically identical to that of diffracted S throughout most 
of the mantle. The only situation in which we can say with 
some confidence that SV diffracted is not generated in the 
mantle near the receiver is when the corresponding SKS wave 
does not show any splitting. This is the case when either no 
detectable anisotropy is present in the receiver region or when 
the direction of propagation is parallel or at right angles to the 
direction of maximum velocity in the anisotropic upper mantle. 

It is difficult to find the appropriate geometry of events and 
stations on the earth. But, for Fiji events observed at stations 
in North Eastern America, this indeed seems to be the case. As 
we have shown in a separate study (Vinnik et al., submitted), 
the orientation of the axis of maximum velocity beneath GEO- 
SCOPE station WFM (42.610 N,71.49 o W) is about 800 + 10 o, as 
inferred from a collection of observations in different azim- 

30 31 32 33 

•986. •46. •9.29.27.•o I 

Fig. 1. Radial (L) and transverse (T) records of event 1 
observed at WFM: a) raw broad band record, b) filtered, with 
cut off frequencies 0.055Hz and 0.077 Hz, c) filtered with cut 
off frequencies 0.1 Hz and 0.2 Hz. Note that amplitude scaling 
for the two components is different. Time marks indicate min- 
utes after 19 hours (GMT). Particle motion plots are shown for 
the time intervals indicated by vertical lines. The first point of 
the particle motion plot is marked by a circle, the last by a tri- 
angle; the numbered points correspond to a 5sec interval. 
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localised dynamical features, but is still non-unique with regard to the
mechanism causing the anisotropy.

Several explanations for D″ anisotropy have been suggested.
Firstly, the anisotropy could be due to the lattice-preferred orientation
(LPO) of MgSiO3 in perovskite (e.g., Kendall and Silver, 1998; Stack-
house et al., 2005) or post-perovskite (Tsuchiya et al., 2004;
Stackhouse et al., 2005) forms, or the alignment of MgO (Karato,
1998; Karki et al., 1999). MgSiO3 is the most volumetrically important
mineral in the lower mantle (e.g., ~80% in Pyrolite Ringwood, 1991).

Alternatively, the anisotropy could be explained by the shape-
preferred orientation (SPO) of inclusions of subducted materials or
melt (Kendall and Silver, 1996, 1998). These can display a strong
anisotropic signature, even for very small volume fractions of included
materials (Kendall and Silver, 1996; Moore et al., 2004). Candidate
inclusion materials are molten remnant subducted basalts (Hirose
et al., 1999) or iron from the core [e.g., (Wysession et al., 1998; Kanda
and Stevenson, 2006)].

Obviously, the mechanisms outlined above provide a very wide
spectrum of possible models of D″ anisotropy, and not knowing which
is dominant makes robust dynamical inferences difficult. Apart from
the need for more studies of the mineralogy and rheology of D″
minerals, progress will be made from seismic observations, particu-
larly if we can design methods which allow us to resolve more
complex symmetries of anisotropy. This is possible with improved
azimuthal coverage of the lowermost mantle.

2. Dataset

In most regions of the lowermost mantle we are limited to one
azimuth of observation, which places strong constraints on the
complexity of anisotropy we can resolve. D″ beneath Siberia, however,
offers the rare opportunity to image the anisotropy from two, nearly
orthogonal directions; see Fig. 1 and (Thomas et al., 2002). Core
reflected body-wave phases (e.g., PcP and ScS) from events beneath the
Hindu Kush recorded at Canadian seismic stations have reflection
points at the core–mantle boundary (CMB) very close to those for Kuril
Arc events recorded inNorthernEurope. Furthermore, the availability of

array data from the POLARIS deployment in the Northwest Territories
of Canada, and from the German Regional Seismic Network (GRSN)
also gives the opportunity to develop newmethodologies for resolving
lowermost mantle anisotropy. From around 30 candidate events
(predominantly on the Kurils–GRSN path) we have selected one from
each directionwith the clearest S, SKS and ScS arrivals (see Table 1). The
availability of high quality data is somewhat limited by the short period
of operation of the POLARIS array (from 2004 only), the relative
infrequency of deep Hindu Kush earthquakes and a paucity of events
showing clear S-waves from the Kuril Arc. Although further results
might have been usable, their robustness was suspect, so we choose in
this study to focus on our best data. Our stations are in a Δ=78–81°
epicentral distance range in both directions (see Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

3. Methodology

One of the major challenges in studying D″ anisotropy is correcting
for the effect of the upper mantle, both beneath the station and in the
region of the source. Recently, Wookey et al. (2005a) have introduced
a technique which incorporates these corrections: S–ScS differential
shear-wave splitting analysis.

This technique addresses the problem of interference from
anisotropy in the vicinity of the source and the receiver by applying
a 3-layer splitting approach. It is applicable to source–receiver pairs
between Δ=60–85° epicentral distance. Example S and ScS raypaths

Fig. 1. Raypaths and bounce points for data used in the study. Panel A shows the great-circle paths for the phases studied, from Hindu Kush and Kuril Arc events (circles) to POLARIS
and GRSN stations (triangles). Stars mark the reflection point of ScS: for both paths these are very close. Panel B shows the variation of shear-wave speed at the CMB from (Masters
et al., 2000) (blue colours are faster than average) and the predicted location of paleosubducted slab material from (Lithgow-Bertelloni and Richards, 1998) (blue circles). The grey
region shows the approximate Fresnel zone of the ScS phases in the lowermost mantle. Also shown are the S and ScS raypaths; S turns above D″ while ScS samples it.

Table 1
Summary of ScS shear-wave splitting results

Path Event
date/time

Δ
(°)

Baz.
(°)

ϕ
(°)

ϕ⁎
(°)

δt
(s)

D″ ani.
(%)

Hindu
Kush–POLARIS

2004/04/05 21:24 79.2 358.4 −89±4 87 2.7±0.18 1.38±0.16

Kuril–GRSN 1996/02/22 14:59 79.2 27.7 −7±11 35 1.45±0.15 0.74±0.16

These show details of the two paths used, fast direction in a geographical (ϕ) and ray-
oriented (ϕ⁎) reference frames, splitting time (δt) and inferred anisotropy in the
lowermost mantle (averaged over ScS path).
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process is irreversible. Sonication of any of the
bundle, tubular, and even sheet-like assemblies
results in irreversible dispersion of the rods un-
der all conditions studied thus far, including
elevated temperature (80°C, followed by slow
cooling). The rate of sedimentation under these
conditions effectively competes with the assem-
bly process.

This study has introduced the concept of
using polymer segments in nanorod structures
to control their assembly into flat two-dimen-
sional and curved three-dimensional structures.
One can systematically make different architec-
tures by controlling the composition of the rod
structures and the ratio of the blocks of different
materials that compose them. Insight into such
assembly processes not only complements the
work of others with mesoscopic and macro-
scopic assembly schemes (26, 27) but also is
critical to understanding self-organization pro-
cesses in unnatural systems and the exploitation
of these versatile rod-like synthons in the fab-
rication of a new category of metal-polymer
hybrid materials and, perhaps, devices.
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Inferences on Flow at the
Base of Earth’s Mantle

Based on Seismic Anisotropy
Mark Panning* and Barbara Romanowicz

We applied global waveform tomography to model radial anisotropy in the
whole mantle. We found that in the last few hundred kilometers near the
core-mantle boundary, horizontally polarized S-wave velocities (VSH) are, on
average, faster (by !1%) than vertically polarized S-wave velocities (VSV),
suggesting a large-scale predominance of horizontal shear. This confirms
that the D"" region at the base of the mantle is also a mechanical boundary
layer for mantle convection. A notable exception to this average signature
can be found at the base of the two broad low-velocity regions under the
Pacific Ocean and under Africa, often referred to as “superplumes,” where
the anisotropic pattern indicates the onset of vertical flow.

The core-mantle boundary (CMB) repre-
sents a thermal and a chemical boundary
between Earth’s solid silicate mantle and
its liquid iron outer core. The correspond-
ing boundary layer on the mantle side, of-
ten referred to as D"", is thus the site of
complex dynamic processes that may in-
volve thermal and chemical heterogeneity
at various scales [e.g., (1)]. Additionally, it
has been suggested that this layer functions
as a mechanical boundary layer for the
convection of the overlying mantle, leading
to intense deformation. Such deformation
processes can lead to detectable seismic
anisotropy, either through the alignment of
anisotropic crystals in the strain field or
through the fine layering of materials with
contrasting elastic properties (2, 3).

The presence of anisotropy in D"" has
been established in several regions, includ-
ing under the central Pacific Ocean, north-
eastern Asia, Alaska, and Central America,
from the observation of seismic waves dif-
fracting (Sdiff) or reflecting (ScS ) at the
CMB (3–8). The limited areas of sampling,
however, have made interpretation of these
observations difficult. A more global pic-
ture of long-wavelength anisotropic D""
structure would clearly aid interpretation in
terms of dynamic flow modeling as well as
mineral physics.

With this in mind, we have adapted a
global waveform tomography approach (9,
10) to develop a three-dimensional model
of radial anisotropy in the whole mantle,
using a large data set of three-component
time-domain waveforms of surface and
body waves (11). The model is parameter-
ized in terms of isotropic VS and the aniso-
tropic # parameter (# $ V 2

SH /V 2
SV), which

is directly related to radial anisotropy in
S-wave velocity (12). With our data set and
our broadband sensitivity kernels (9),
which allow us to use both reflected and
diffracted waves in D"" (fig. S1), we have
enough coverage to invert for radially
anisotropic structure in the whole mantle,
as shown by resolution tests (13).

Our final model includes anisotropic S-
wave velocity structure throughout the
mantle. Two regions of strong “degree 0”
radial anisotropy stand out in our model:
the uppermost mantle and D"" (Fig. 1). In
both regions, on average, VSH is faster than
VSV. This can be interpreted, at least for the

Berkeley Seismological Laboratory, 215 McCone Hall,
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.
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Fig. 1. Degree 0 model for # as a function of
depth (solid line). The values for PREM (17) are
shown by the dashed line. For reference, the
660-km discontinuity in the transition zone
between the upper and lower mantle is shown
(dotted line). Note the strong increase at the
base of the mantle, similar but smaller in am-
plitude to that seen in the uppermost mantle.
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upper mantle, as indicating the presence of
strong horizontal shear, consistent with
previous work (14–17 ). The isotropic part
of the model (Fig. 2, A and B) is consistent
with earlier tomographic models of shear
velocity in this depth range (10, 18, 19) and
is characterized by a strong degree 2 com-
ponent representing a fast ring surrounding
two low-velocity features (often called su-
perplumes) centered beneath the central Pa-
cific Ocean and Africa. The strong degree 0
component in ! [" ln(!) # 0] dominates the
map in D$$ (Fig. 2, C and D). The regions
that differ most strongly from this average
structure correlate well with the locations
of the two superplumes, with reduced val-
ues of " ln(!) under the central Pacific
Ocean, Africa, and the south Atlantic
Ocean, including patches with negative val-
ues (VSV # VSH). Another two large patches
of reduced " ln(!) are seen just west of
North America and under central Eurasia.
These patches also are related to slow iso-
tropic velocities, although these regions of
depressed velocities are much smaller than
the two superplumes.

Although the finer scale features of our
model may not be resolvable, and although
observations in regions with high gradients
will display some differences due to the
long-wavelength parameterization of our
model (20), the long-wavelength anisotro-
pic features imaged in our model generally
agree with more localized studies of D$$

anisotropy (Fig. 2C). Specifically, earlier
studies imaged areas with positive " ln(!)
beneath Central America and Alaska (5, 8)
as well as northeastern Asia (7 ). The cen-
tral Pacific regional results are more vari-
able, with some areas showing negative "
ln(!) (3, 5, 8).

The dominant VSH # VSV found as one
approaches the CMB suggests that the
anisotropy observed in D$$ is related to the
dominant horizontal flow in a mechanical
boundary layer, analogous to the larger sig-
nal observed in the uppermost 200 km of
the mantle and factored into the construc-
tion of the Preliminary Reference Earth
Model (PREM) (17 ). As one approaches
regions of upwelling, the direction of flow
changes and results in a different signature
of anisotropy, as manifested in our study
under the central Pacific and Africa. An-
isotropy in these regions bordering the
large-scale upwellings may be much more
complex and include tilting of the axis of
symmetry, which we assume to be vertical in
our modeling. This would result in azimuthal
anisotropy, which we do not attempt to model
here.

Whether the globally observed aniso-
tropy is due to lattice-preferred orienta-
tion (LPO) (2, 21) or the alignment of
materials with differing elastic properties
through shape-preferred orientation (SPO)
(3) must await direct measurements of how
lowermost mantle materials will develop

LPO anisotropy at the corresponding tem-
perature and pressure conditions. Argu-
ments for weak anisotropy in perovskite
[(Mg,Fe)SiO3] and strong positive ! in
periclase (MgO) (2) as well as for negative !
in both perovskite and periclase (22) have
been advanced with the use of theoretical
methods. Some studies have shown that high
strain in subducting slabs approaching the
CMB might be able to sustain conditions
necessary for producing LPO structure across
broad regions of D$$ (21). This model also
shows that although the major axes of the
strain ellipses are horizontal under the down-
going slabs, the material can be rotated to
vertical as it approaches upwellings, possi-
bly explaining the observed change in an-
isotropy below the superplumes in our model.
Different SPO hypotheses have been ad-
vanced as well, mostly relating to horizontal
layering or inclusion of variously shaped
pockets of contrasting material. Candidates
for the differing elastic properties include
reaction products from core-mantle interac-
tion (23) and melted former basalt in a slab
graveyard (3, 5). In general, these SPO mod-
els lead to positive !, although if there is
tilting of the pockets of differing material
under deformation, considerable azimuthal
variation in velocities could be observed
(2).

Whatever the cause, our results clearly
show that the dynamics of D$$ correspond
with what would be expected in a boundary

Fig. 2. Distribution of " ln(VS) (A and B) and " ln(!) (C and D) at a depth
of 2800 km. Maps are shown centered under the Pacific (A and C) and
Africa (B and D). Also shown in C are the regions of D$$ sampled by
previous regional studies. Dotted areas indicate observations of VSH #
VSV; the box in the central Pacific denotes a region with highly variable

observations including VSV # VSH [adapted from (5)]. The shift of the
zone of " ln(!) # 0 to the east of Central America in our model may be
a result of the long-wavelength parameterization in our model. However,
recent studies have documented that D$$ in Central America is the site of
strong lateral gradients of structure (26), so this transition may be real.
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D” reflections  

Cobden et al 2015 

show that the observed double discontinuity structure is consistent
with the double-crossing model. They also indicate that the lower
discontinuity will be more difficult to detect in regions where the
pPv layer is thin, whereas the upper discontinuity will produce a
stronger reflected arrival in all cases. This can explain the lack of a
visible lower discontinuity in a portion of the Caribbean region
where an upper discontinuity is detected11.
The double-crossing model provides a framework for constrain-

ing the magnitude of temperature variations in regions where
a D 00 discontinuity exists. For example, a Clapeyron slope of
7–10MPa K21 translates to a phase boundary gradient of
6–8 K km21 in D 00, which must be a lower bound on the radial
temperature gradient in order for a double-crossing to occur
(Fig. 2a). A thermal conductivity of 10Wm21 K21 (ref. 13) thus
yields a minimum conductive heat flux in the range 60–
80mWm22, similar to values at the Earth’s surface in tectonically
active regions. If the thermal gradient is not significantly smaller
than this phase boundary gradient even in regions where a double-
crossing does not occur, the phase relations predict a global CMB
heat flow of the order of 9–13 TW. This rate of cooling is probably
more than sufficient to power the dynamo in the outer core that is
responsible for producing Earth’s magnetic field14,15.
Beneath Eurasia a topographic variation of 55–85 km and

206–316 km above the CMB is observed for the respective lower
and upper discontinuities, whereas in the Caribbean region the
topographic variations are considerably larger: 66–286 km and
126–416 km above the CMB. The topographic variations imply

large lateral temperature gradients along the upper discontinuity
of 700–900 K beneath Eurasia and 1,300–1,700 K beneath the
Caribbean. These lateral temperature variations are comparable to
the expected average temperature change over the TBL, and might
be difficult to explain without considering the presence of sub-
ducted oceanic lithosphere in both regions. Subducted oceanic
lithosphere is expected to exist in both locations if sinking slabs
penetrated to the base of Earth’s mantle16. However, other mecha-
nisms for producing the same change in discontinuity depth need to

Figure 3 Comparison of data (a) with synthetic shear-wave seismograms calculated for
the cold (b), warm (c), and hot (d) v S profiles shown in Fig. 2b. The model is interpolated to
match Earth model ak13520 at depths shallower than 1,000 km, and assumes a density

jump of 1% in pPv (refs 2–4). The times are relative, with the traces aligned on the peak of

the S phase. The arrival of the core-reflected ScS phase is indicated, the reflection from

the upper discontinuity (solid arrows) is shown for the data, cold-mantle and warm-mantle

scenarios, and the intermediate arrival attributed to the lower discontinuity (dashed

arrows) is shown for the data and cold-mantle scenario.

Figure 2 The relationship between three schematic geotherms and the pPv phase
boundary (a), corresponding v S profiles (b), and a sketch of possible lower-mantle
structures (c). The v S profiles are calculated as in Fig. 1b. In c, the pPv layer is shown in
light grey, schematic flow directions are indicated by arrows, and several examples of

warm, cold and hot mantle profiles are shown (dotted lines).
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(Fig. 2a). A thermal conductivity of 10Wm21 K21 (ref. 13) thus
yields a minimum conductive heat flux in the range 60–
80mWm22, similar to values at the Earth’s surface in tectonically
active regions. If the thermal gradient is not significantly smaller
than this phase boundary gradient even in regions where a double-
crossing does not occur, the phase relations predict a global CMB
heat flow of the order of 9–13 TW. This rate of cooling is probably
more than sufficient to power the dynamo in the outer core that is
responsible for producing Earth’s magnetic field14,15.
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and upper discontinuities, whereas in the Caribbean region the
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126–416 km above the CMB. The topographic variations imply

large lateral temperature gradients along the upper discontinuity
of 700–900 K beneath Eurasia and 1,300–1,700 K beneath the
Caribbean. These lateral temperature variations are comparable to
the expected average temperature change over the TBL, and might
be difficult to explain without considering the presence of sub-
ducted oceanic lithosphere in both regions. Subducted oceanic
lithosphere is expected to exist in both locations if sinking slabs
penetrated to the base of Earth’s mantle16. However, other mecha-
nisms for producing the same change in discontinuity depth need to

Figure 3 Comparison of data (a) with synthetic shear-wave seismograms calculated for
the cold (b), warm (c), and hot (d) v S profiles shown in Fig. 2b. The model is interpolated to
match Earth model ak13520 at depths shallower than 1,000 km, and assumes a density

jump of 1% in pPv (refs 2–4). The times are relative, with the traces aligned on the peak of

the S phase. The arrival of the core-reflected ScS phase is indicated, the reflection from

the upper discontinuity (solid arrows) is shown for the data, cold-mantle and warm-mantle

scenarios, and the intermediate arrival attributed to the lower discontinuity (dashed

arrows) is shown for the data and cold-mantle scenario.

Figure 2 The relationship between three schematic geotherms and the pPv phase
boundary (a), corresponding v S profiles (b), and a sketch of possible lower-mantle
structures (c). The v S profiles are calculated as in Fig. 1b. In c, the pPv layer is shown in
light grey, schematic flow directions are indicated by arrows, and several examples of

warm, cold and hot mantle profiles are shown (dotted lines).
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In low velocity domains: 
Ø  Melt layers? 



D” reflections: Bridgmanite(perovskite) – Post-perovskite 
phase-transition + anisotropy ? 

Anisotropy as cause for polarity reversals of D″ reflections
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Recordings of seismic events that sample the deep mantle can test different hypotheses of mantle processes
and composition. Seismic reflections from structures in the D″ region— the bottom 200–400 km of the Earth's
mantle — can provide information on the velocity contrasts in this region. By studying the waveforms and
polarities of the D″ reflections in P and S-waves, we can potentially distinguish between different explanations
for the observed structures, such as phase transitions, mineral texture or thermal anomalies. Here we use
source–receiver combinations that contain reflections from D″ in two different regions that are both
characterised by fast seismic velocities in tomographic models. Beneath the Caribbean a positive S-velocity
contrast but negative P-wave velocity contrast across the D″ reflector has been reported previously, consistent
with amodel of a phase change inMgSiO3. In the second fast velocity region (Eurasia)we detect positive P- and
S-wave velocity contrasts in two orthogonal paths crossing in the lowermost mantle indicating a different
scenario for D″. A path that crosses this region in 45° to the other two great circle paths shows evidence for a
negative P velocity contrast. One explanation to reconcile observations in both regions is a phase transition
from perovskite to post-perovskite with a fraction of 12% preferred crystal alignment in the post-perovskite
phase. Depending on the travel direction of the waves with respect to the flow direction in the lower mantle,
positive or negative velocity jumps can be expected. Other anisotropic models are considered but cannot fully
explain the range of observations we find in the data.

© 2011 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The lowermost Earth'smantle (the D″ region Bullen, 1949) exhibits
a large number of variable seismic structures. These structures range
from small-scale scatterers near the core–mantle boundary (CMB) to
several hundred kilometres above the CMB (e.g. Hedlin et al., 1997;
Thomas et al., 1999; Vidale and Hedlin, 1998), and ultra-low velocity
zone (ulvz, e.g., Garnero et al., 1998; Rost and Revenaugh, 2003) to
large-scale reflectors in regions of possible palaeo-subduction (Lay
and Helmberger, 1983; Wysession et al., 1998 for a review). Recently,
large-scale reflectors have also been found in regions where
tomographic inversions (e.g., Grand, 2002; Kárason and van der
Hilst, 2001; Masters et al., 2000) find large low-velocity regions (e.g.
Lay et al., 2006; Ohta et al., 2008). In several regions of the Earth
seismic anisotropy in the lowermost mantle has been reported (e.g.,
Kendall and Silver, 1998; Lay et al., 1998; Rokosky et al., 2006;Wookey
et al., 2005a). Especially in regions of fast seismic velocity (e.g. Grand,
2002) a case of vertical transverse isotropy (VTI) or tilted TI can
explain the data (Garnero et al., 2004;Maupin et al., 2005; Ritsema and
Van Heijst, 2000; Thomas et al., 2007; Wookey and Kendall, 2008).

Regions with slow seismic velocities seem to exhibit a more complex
anisotropic scenario (see, e.g., Pulliam and Sen, 1998; Kendall and
Silver, 1998; Lay et al., 1998).

Waves that reflect off structures in the D″ region, such as PdP and
SdS (e.g., Weber, 1993) have been used to determine the presence and
extent of seismic structures in the lowest few hundred kilometres of
the mantle (e.g., Kendall and Shearer, 1994; Lay and Helmberger,
1983; Weber, 1993; Wysession et al., 1998). These reflected waves
arrive with a travel time and slowness between P (S) and PcP (ScS)
and through the use of array seismology they can be distinguished
from other arrivals (e.g., Thomas et al., 2004a, b; Weber, 1993; Weber
and Davis, 1990). Recently more than one reflection has been
observed in the time window between P (S) and PcP (ScS) (Hutko
et al., 2006, 2008; Kawai et al., 2007; Kito et al., 2007; Lay et al., 2006;
Thomas et al., 2004a, b; van der Hilst et al., 2007) indicating a more
complex structure in both fast and slow velocity regions.

Several hypotheses have been advanced in recent years to explain
the reflectors and anisotropy in D″, for example, subducted oceanic
lithosphere and a slab graveyard at the core–mantle boundary (CMB)
(e.g. Kendall, 2000) can explain seismic reflections a few hundred
kilometres above the CMB as well as observations of seismic
anisotropy in D″ when assuming sheared melt inclusions (Kendall
and Silver, 1998). A different way to explain the reflection in D″ was
proposed by Lay et al. (2004) where they invoke chemical layering at
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the base of the mantle. Another scenario for explaining two reflectors
in D″ is the model of Tan et al. (2002) where a new upwelling is
generated below a subducted slab near the CMB but this model cannot
explain anisotropy without invoking other mechanisms to account for
it, such as sheared melt inclusions within the slab.

The recently discovered phase transition of perovskite to post
perovskite (e.g. Murakami et al., 2004; Oganov and Ono, 2004;
Tsuchiya et al., 2004) offers another hypothesis that can explain
several seismic structures in D″. The phase transition generates a
density increase (Murakami et al., 2004) but may only exhibit a small
shear velocity jump (Murakami et al., 2007). Wookey et al. (2005b)
used ab initio calculations to show that a small negative P-wave
contrast and a positive S-wave contrast would be generated for a
phase transition in MgSiO3. It is also possible that the post-perovskite
phase transforms back to the perovskite phase closer to the D″ region
(Hernlund et al., 2005), thereby providing a mechanism to explain the
two reflectors found in D″ in some fast velocity regions in the
lowermostmantle (Hutko et al., 2006; Thomas et al., 2004a, b; van der
Hilst et al., 2007). Recent results indicate that the post-perovskite
phase is able to generate seismic anisotropy in the D″ region (e.g.
Merkel et al., 2006; Oganov et al., 2005; Stackhouse and Brodholt,
2007; Yamazaki and Karato, 2007). Phase transitions to a post-
perovskite phase in other minerals or in mid-ocean ridge basalts
(MORB) might explain additional reflectors in D″ (Ohta et al., 2008)
such as reported by Lay et al. (2006). Recently, however, Catalli et al.
(2009) reported that in pyrolitic material, the phase transition to
post-perovskite would take place over a large depth range, therefore
not being able to produce short period P-wave reflections. Ammann et
al. (2010) propose that strong crystallographic texture could be
responsible for generating sharp reflectors consistent with seismic
observations.

Distinguishing between the different hypotheses requires using as
much information of the arriving seismic waves as possible. Wave-
forms and polarities of the reflections from structures in D″ provide a
tool for constraining different scenarios. Here we use the polarities of
reflected waves in D″ to test the hypothesis of post-perovskite
anisotropy in D″ as mechanism for generating reflectors in P and
S-waves.

2. Observations

Events located in South America recorded in North America have
their reflection points in the D″ region beneath Central America
(Fig. 1b), a region characterised by fast seismic velocities (e.g. Kárason
and van der Hilst, 2001). The epicentral distances of the source–
receiver combinations used for detecting reflections off structures in
the D″ region are between 65 and 80°. In previous studies, Kito et al.
(2007) and Hutko et al. (2008) used these event-receiver combina-
tions and found small negative PdP waves, i.e. reflections from the top
of D″. These studies and Thomas et al. (2004b) also detected positive
S-wave reflections from the same region. Kito et al. (2007) and Hutko
et al. (2008) used the model by Wookey et al. (2005b) that predicts
small negative P-wave jumps and positive S-wave jumps for a post-
perovskite phase transition in MgSiO3 and concluded that this phase
transition can explain their observations. A similar scenario of positive
S-wave velocity jumps and small negative P-wave velocity jumps has
been detected by Chaloner et al. (2009) beneath Southeast Asia.

For a second test region we use events from the Northwest Pacific
recorded in Germany with their reflection points beneath Eurasia
(Fig. 1a), where tomographic models indicate fast seismic velocities in
P and S-wave models (e.g. Grand, 2002; Kárason and van der Hilst,
2001). The selection criteria are the same as for the South America–
North America path and the depth of the events lies between 50 and
660 km. This path has been investigated before (e.g. Thomas and
Weber, 1997; Weber, 1993) and showed evidence for P- and S-wave
reflections from D″ structures. For a near-perpendicular crossing path
sampling the same region we use events fromHindu Kush recorded at
Canadian stations. Such a path has been used by Thomas et al. (2002)
andWookey and Kendall (2008)where they found reflections fromD″
aswell as anisotropy in both source–receiver combinations. Due to the
limited number of deep Hindu Kush events and stations in Canada in a
suitable epicentral distance the data quality and quantity for this
direction is poorer than for the Kurile to Germany path.

We use vespagrams (see e.g. Rost and Thomas, 2002) to analyse
the polarities of the seismic waves. Three examples for P-wave
reflections are shown for the path Kuriles–Germany (Fig. 2a–c). In
each vespagram the P and PcP waves are visible as well as PdP waves

Eurasia Caribbean

Fig. 1. a) The region imaged with sources in the Kuriles and Japan recorded in Germany (reflection points in the lowermost mantle shown as grey circles) and for the perpendicular
raypath sources in the Hindu–Kush region and receivers in Canada (reflection points as grey diamonds). Additionally shown are source receiver combinations for which the great
circle path crosses the region in other orientations (thick and thin dashed lines) with reflection points in the lowermost mantle shown as grey triangles. b) Earthquakes in South
America recorded at stations in North America with reflection points in the lowermost mantle as black circles. The PcP and PdP reflection points for both regions lie in a fast velocity
region for the model of Kárason and van der Hilst (2001). Dashed arrows show the paleosubduction direction 100 Ma ago of the Kula and Farallon plates, respectively.
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with a slowness value and travel time between P and PcP. Inspecting
the PcP and PdP waveforms and polarities, we find that in each case
the PdP polarities are the same as the PcP polarities, i.e., differing from
the observation in the Caribbean region. In the case of 17 Dec 1991,
the P waveform is a two-lobed wavelet whereas the PcP and PdP
wavelets are three-lobed. We also analyse the S-waves and polarities
of SdS and ScS and find that the polarities of SdS are the same as the
CMB reflection and the direct S-wave (Fig. 2d).

For the orthogonal path from the Hindu Kush to Canada the PdP
polarity indicates a positive P-wave contrast across the D″ reflector
(Fig. 3a). Due to the larger epicentral distance of this source–receiver
combination (78°) the slowness values of P, PdP and PcP are not
separated as much as for the perpendicular direction from the Kuriles

to Germany. In addition, large multiples can be seen with P-slowness.
Nevertheless the PdP waveform is the same as the PcP waveform. To
verify the waveform for the North–South path, we re-analyse the data
from Thomas et al. (2002) in terms of the polarities of the waves. The
presence of a reflector was established using frequency–wavenumber
analysis for the station INK by Thomas et al. (2002) even though the
slowness resolution is poor for the source array vespagram. The data
have been cross-correlated with the P-wavelet to account for differing
source mechanisms (see Thomas et al., 2002). In the vespagram the
polarity of the PdP wave is again the same as for the PcP wave.

In summary, we find that the polarity of S-wave reflectors at the
top of D″ are always positive (i.e., SdS has the same polarity as ScS) in
both regions, while the P-wave reflector is more complicated: under
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Reflected at the top of D” 

Reflected at CMB 

Ø  PdP and SdS with similar polarities to P & S (and PcP / ScS) 
Ø  Cannot be explained by PV-PPV phase transition only 



What do we need for using this approach for the deep mantle? 
1.  Clear observations of seismic anisotropy 
2.  Knowledge on the constitutive minerals deformation: 

 2.1. at the crystal scale : which deformation mechanisms? 
 2.2. at the rock scale : texture (crystal preferred orientation) 

development as a function of strain 
3. Knowledge on the minerals’ and deformed rocks’ seismic 
properties 
4. Calculation of the texture and seismic anisotropy produced by 
a given deformation and of their consequences to the 
seismological observations 

✔ 



How does PPV deform under D” conditions? 

Ø  Atomic-scale modeling of dislocations 
     structure and glide 

A. Goryaeva – PhD 2016 

Ø  [100](010) edge dislocation 

high T (>2000 K)  
high P (>120 GPa) 
low stresses (<1GPa) 



How does PPV deform? 
Ø  Atomic-scale modeling of dislocations glide at 0 K 

Models & Methods                                                                                                   Chapter 2 
 
 

55 

 

Fig. 2.11. (a) Right panel: post-perovskite atomic array containing a  quadrupole of 
[100] screw dislocations. Left panel: schematic illustration of a quadrupole and reduced 
dipole of screw dislocations in a fully periodic cell. (b) "Slab" geometry of simulation 
cells employed for modeling edge and extended screw dislocations in this work.. 

  

A. Goryaeva – PhD 2016; Goryaeva et al. PCM 2015 

Critical resolved shear stress 

Burgers vector [100]                                                                                                 Chapter 4 
 
 

83 

(Fig. 4.6a–c; Table 4.1) which is almost three times larger than for the [100] screw 

dislocations. 

 

 

4.2 Anisotropic lattice friction: Peierls stress calculations 

4.2.1 Glide of screw dislocations 

Glide of the [100] screw dislocations is investigated relying on the pairwise potential 

modeling and triggered by applying a simple shear εxy in order to increase stress in a glide 

plane of interest normal to z axis (see Chapter 2, section 2.3.3). When stress reaches a 

critical value, i.e., the Peierls stress value σp , the straight dislocations start gliding. 

Monitoring the system stress field and the disregistry function of the dislocation allows 

determining the Peierls stress value (Fig. 4.7a). Motion of all dislocations within the 

quadrupole system is observed to start simultaneously. Dislocations with opposite Burgers 

vectors move toward each other and eventually annihilate. Lattice friction (described by 

σp ) displays a highly anisotropic behavior: Peierls stresses are 1 GPa and 17.5 GPa for 

glide in (010) and (001), respectively. The observed zigzag path of the [100](010) gliding 

(Fig. 4.8) explicitly  

 

Fig. 4.7. Evolution of the σxy, σxz and σyz stress components (a) while applying a simple 
shear εxy to an orthorhombic cell in order to trigger [100] screw dislocation glide in (010); 
and (b) to a monoclinic supercell in order to activate [100](011) system. For the 
monoclinic configuration (b), the resolved stress on (010) is shown with the dashed line. 

 



How does PPV deform? 
Ø  Atomic-scale modeling of dislocations glide at 0 K 

A. Goryaeva – PhD 2016 

 SUMMARY 

System Edge  σp  (GPa) Screw  σp  (GPa) 

[100](010) < 0.1 1 

[100](011) ~0.12 > 11 

[100](001) ~0.1 17.5 

[001](010) 2 3  

½<110>{110} 2.8  0.7 

Anisotropic Lattice Friction of PPV 

→ twinning 
 
 
 
 

<110>{110} twin growth 

 SUMMARY 

System Edge  σp  (GPa) Screw  σp  (GPa) 

[100](010) < 0.1 1 

[100](011) ~0.12 > 11 

[100](001) ~0.1 17.5 

[001](010) 2 3  

½<110>{110} 2.8  0.7 

Anisotropic Lattice Friction of PPV 

→ twinning 
 
 
 
 

<110>{110} twin growth 
Observed by TEM 

in CaIrO3 PPV 
(Miyajima et al. 2010; 

  Niwa et al. 2012) 

Ø  Accommodates 
strains // [100] & [010] 



How does PPV deform? 

Ø  Atomic-scale modeling of dislocations glide + twinning 

A. Goryaeva – PhD 2016 

Chapter 6                                                                                                         ½[110] Defects  
 
 

120 

Table 6.1 

Essential characteristics of ½<110>{110} deformation twinning in MgSiO3 post-
perovskite derived from the performed atomic scale modeling 

 Pairwise Potential DFT (GGA) 

bp =     ⁄ [110], Å 1.417 1.413 

μ, GPa 247 312 

s  0.588 0.597 

γus, J/m2 0.82 1.23 

γisf, J/m2 0.10 0.69 

γut, J/m2 0.98 1.95 

2γtsf, J/m2 0.36 0.86 

γTM, J/m2 0.62 1.09 

δ, Å 3.2 3.2 

 

 

 

Fig. 6.8. Formation of ½<110>{110} twinning in MgSiO3 post-perovskite from the performed 
atomic-scale modeling. Each atomic configuration corresponds to the energy minimum on GPFE 
energy landscape presented on Fig. 6.7. 
 

barrier γus and the first layer intrinsic stacking fault energy γisf  reproduce the corresponding 

portion of the γ-line provided on the Fig. 6.6a. Nucleation of the second, third and 

subsequent    ⁄ [110] dislocations creates two-, three- and further N-layer stacking faults. 

The energy barrier opposed to appearance of each N-layer fault (N > 1) and twice the 

<110>{110} twinning: rotation by 34.5° around [001] 
Abrupt change of orientation = effect on texture evolution 



How does PPV deform under D” conditions? 

Ø  Atomic-scale modeling of dislocations 
     structure and glide 

A. Goryaeva – PhD 2016; Goryaeva et al. PCM 2015; Goryaeva et al. Science Reports 2016 

What about Temperature? 

System Edge σp  (GPa) Screw σp  (GPa) 

[100](010) < 0.1 1 

[100](011) ~0.12 > 11 

[100](001) ~0.1 17.5 

[001](010) 2 3  

½<110>{110} 2.8  0.7 

→ Ta  ~500 K 
 
 
 
 
 

→ Ta  ~1900 K 
 
 
 
 

→ twinning 
 
 
 
 

Anisotropic Lattice Friction of PPV 

high T (>2000K)  
high P (> 120GPa) 
low strain rates 
low stresses 
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rates of 10−5 s−1 and dislocation density of 1012 m−2), we find that lattice friction vanishes if the temperature is 
raised above 1,100 K.

More importantly, as demonstrated recently for bridgmanite17, the previous equation can be used in Earth 
mantle conditions by adjusting the scaling factor of Ta to strain rates characteristic for convection in the Earth’s 
mantle. Assuming a typical value of 10−16 s−1, the corresponding temperature evolution for the critical stress for 
the glide of [100] dislocations is as shown in Fig. 5.

Implications. Our results on dislocation glide in Mg-ppv, including certain unexpected results, shed new 
light on the rheology of high-pressure mantle phases. Indeed, all recent studies, either experimental or theoret-
ical, of wadsleyite14,40–42, ringwoodite15,43,44, periclase16,45 and bridgmanite17,46 consistently show that pressure in 
the transition zone and lower mantle range leads to a significant increase of lattice friction, which inhibits dislo-
cation glide as a strain-producing mechanism. In particular, these results have important implications regarding 
the (non-)formation of seismic anisotropy from the deformation of the above-mentioned phases. In this context, 
it is surprising to find that crystal chemistry and the formation of a layered structure can lead to a completely 
different behaviour. Our results demonstrate that the presence of weak {010} Mg-layers containing a very short  
< 100>  lattice repeat of 2.5 Å leads to dislocation structures that can easily glide. We find that lattice friction is 
overcome at a critical temperature Ta far below the temperatures expected in the D″  layer (3,700–4,400 K47,48). 
This finding has several unexpected consequences. The relative ease of slip between Mg-ppv and periclase sug-
gests that the latter could become the stronger phase in the D″  layer. We are not yet in a position to fully establish 
this fact because additional deformation mechanisms must be activated in Mg-ppv to ensure compatibility of 
plastic deformation in an aggregate. However, the fact that diffusion is also fast in this phase1 suggests that com-
plementary deformation mechanisms involving diffusion should be easily activated. Mg-ppv being the dominant 
phase in this assemblage, it is expected that the D″  layer in regions dominated by the Mg-ppv should exhibit a 
very low viscosity compared to the overlying mantle.

The implications of such a low viscosity layer have already been considered and discussed49–51. The way that 
slabs behave when ultimately reaching the CMB is clearly affected, as is the broad dynamics of the CMB. However, 
the strongest implication is probably the enhancement of heat transfer from the core across the CMB, as ear-
lier predicted by Buffett49 and more recently investigated numerically50,51. The most testable implication of our 
results is, of course, the strong (010) crystal preferred orientation, which should develop upon flow in this weak 
layer. This is an important parameter because the D″  layer has long been recognized as being highly anisotropic. 
Although no consensus has yet been reached (see, for instance, Cottaar et al.9), our finding that Mg-ppv exhibits 
dominant easy glide along (010) is consistent with the most recent studies of Nowacki et al.6 and Ford and Long7.

In addition to a low viscosity, a low lattice friction in Mg-ppv may have important implications regarding 
seismic wave attenuation. A seismic (body) wave corresponds to strains in the range of 10−8–10−6, with periods 
in the range of 1–10 s. These values correspond to stresses of a fraction of a MPa at most, applied at a strain rate 
of 10−6 s−1 or lower. Under these conditions, the athermal temperature Ta will be greater than in Fig. 5, but, in 
any case, lower than 1,400 K (the value corresponding to a strain-rate of 10−5 s−1, constraining the dislocation 
density at 108 m−2; see supplementary Figure S5). This result shows that Mg-ppv will be in the athermal regime 
under seismic loading conditions at temperatures of the D″  layer, with dislocations moving freely without lattice 
friction.

This situation has not been considered up to now for seismic attenuation because most discussions have been 
driven by the example of olivine52,53. Olivine exhibits lattice friction; thus, dislocations are prescribed to stay in 
their Peierls valleys, and dislocation damping can only result in a limited contribution from kink migration52,53. 
For this reason, the most important source of attenuation in olivine has been linked to diffusionally assisted grain 
boundary sliding54.

Figure 5. Evolution of the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) with temperature for [100](010) in Mg-ppv 
at 120 GPa, compared with that for ½[110](100) and ½<110>{110} in periclase16 at 100 GPa. CRSS for 
post-perovskite is computed based on the data inferred from DFT simulations. Strain rate ε�  and dislocation 
density ρ correspond to the lower mantle conditions (see the text for details).



What do we need for using this approach for the deep mantle? 
1.  Clear observations of seismic anisotropy 
2.  Knowledge on the constitutive minerals deformation: 

 2.1. at the crystal scale : which deformation mechanisms? 
 2.2. at the rock scale : texture (crystal preferred orientation) 

development as a function of strain 
3. Knowledge on the minerals’ and deformed rocks’ seismic 
properties 
4. Calculation of the texture and seismic anisotropy produced by 
a given deformation and of their consequences to the 
seismological observations 

✔ 
✔ 
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Modelling the deformation of a rock = polycrystalline aggregate
What about Temperature? 

System Edge σp  (GPa) Screw σp  (GPa) 

[100](010) < 0.1 1 

[100](011) ~0.12 > 11 

[100](001) ~0.1 17.5 

[001](010) 2 3  

½<110>{110} 2.8  0.7 

→ Ta  ~500 K 
 
 
 
 
 

→ Ta  ~1900 K 
 
 
 
 

→ twinning 
 
 
 
 

Anisotropic Lattice Friction of PPV 



Modelling the deformation of a D” rock 
~ aggregate of 70% MgSiO3 PPV + 30% MgO crystals

MgSiO3 PPV MgO 

Slip system CRSS 

[100](010)  1 

[100](011) 10 

[100](001) 20 

[001](010) 3 

½ <110>{110} 
twinning 

3 / not active 

Slip system CRSS 

<110>{110}  1 

<110>{111} 5 

[100]{110} 1 
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rates of 10−5 s−1 and dislocation density of 1012 m−2), we find that lattice friction vanishes if the temperature is 
raised above 1,100 K.

More importantly, as demonstrated recently for bridgmanite17, the previous equation can be used in Earth 
mantle conditions by adjusting the scaling factor of Ta to strain rates characteristic for convection in the Earth’s 
mantle. Assuming a typical value of 10−16 s−1, the corresponding temperature evolution for the critical stress for 
the glide of [100] dislocations is as shown in Fig. 5.

Implications. Our results on dislocation glide in Mg-ppv, including certain unexpected results, shed new 
light on the rheology of high-pressure mantle phases. Indeed, all recent studies, either experimental or theoret-
ical, of wadsleyite14,40–42, ringwoodite15,43,44, periclase16,45 and bridgmanite17,46 consistently show that pressure in 
the transition zone and lower mantle range leads to a significant increase of lattice friction, which inhibits dislo-
cation glide as a strain-producing mechanism. In particular, these results have important implications regarding 
the (non-)formation of seismic anisotropy from the deformation of the above-mentioned phases. In this context, 
it is surprising to find that crystal chemistry and the formation of a layered structure can lead to a completely 
different behaviour. Our results demonstrate that the presence of weak {010} Mg-layers containing a very short  
< 100>  lattice repeat of 2.5 Å leads to dislocation structures that can easily glide. We find that lattice friction is 
overcome at a critical temperature Ta far below the temperatures expected in the D″  layer (3,700–4,400 K47,48). 
This finding has several unexpected consequences. The relative ease of slip between Mg-ppv and periclase sug-
gests that the latter could become the stronger phase in the D″  layer. We are not yet in a position to fully establish 
this fact because additional deformation mechanisms must be activated in Mg-ppv to ensure compatibility of 
plastic deformation in an aggregate. However, the fact that diffusion is also fast in this phase1 suggests that com-
plementary deformation mechanisms involving diffusion should be easily activated. Mg-ppv being the dominant 
phase in this assemblage, it is expected that the D″  layer in regions dominated by the Mg-ppv should exhibit a 
very low viscosity compared to the overlying mantle.

The implications of such a low viscosity layer have already been considered and discussed49–51. The way that 
slabs behave when ultimately reaching the CMB is clearly affected, as is the broad dynamics of the CMB. However, 
the strongest implication is probably the enhancement of heat transfer from the core across the CMB, as ear-
lier predicted by Buffett49 and more recently investigated numerically50,51. The most testable implication of our 
results is, of course, the strong (010) crystal preferred orientation, which should develop upon flow in this weak 
layer. This is an important parameter because the D″  layer has long been recognized as being highly anisotropic. 
Although no consensus has yet been reached (see, for instance, Cottaar et al.9), our finding that Mg-ppv exhibits 
dominant easy glide along (010) is consistent with the most recent studies of Nowacki et al.6 and Ford and Long7.

In addition to a low viscosity, a low lattice friction in Mg-ppv may have important implications regarding 
seismic wave attenuation. A seismic (body) wave corresponds to strains in the range of 10−8–10−6, with periods 
in the range of 1–10 s. These values correspond to stresses of a fraction of a MPa at most, applied at a strain rate 
of 10−6 s−1 or lower. Under these conditions, the athermal temperature Ta will be greater than in Fig. 5, but, in 
any case, lower than 1,400 K (the value corresponding to a strain-rate of 10−5 s−1, constraining the dislocation 
density at 108 m−2; see supplementary Figure S5). This result shows that Mg-ppv will be in the athermal regime 
under seismic loading conditions at temperatures of the D″  layer, with dislocations moving freely without lattice 
friction.

This situation has not been considered up to now for seismic attenuation because most discussions have been 
driven by the example of olivine52,53. Olivine exhibits lattice friction; thus, dislocations are prescribed to stay in 
their Peierls valleys, and dislocation damping can only result in a limited contribution from kink migration52,53. 
For this reason, the most important source of attenuation in olivine has been linked to diffusionally assisted grain 
boundary sliding54.

Figure 5. Evolution of the critical resolved shear stress (CRSS) with temperature for [100](010) in Mg-ppv 
at 120 GPa, compared with that for ½[110](100) and ½<110>{110} in periclase16 at 100 GPa. CRSS for 
post-perovskite is computed based on the data inferred from DFT simulations. Strain rate ε�  and dislocation 
density ρ correspond to the lower mantle conditions (see the text for details).



PPV texture evolution with increasing strain  

Modelling the deformation of a 100% PPV aggregate

Ø  Progressive reorientation of the crystal leading to 
[100] // shear direction & [010] // normal to shear plane 

Ø  Twinning = dispersion of [100] & [010] = rotation by 34.° around [001] 
 

shear strain of 0.1   shear strain of 1   shear strain of 2 shear strain of 3 shear strain of 4 shear strain of  5 shear strain of  6 shear strain of  7 shear strain of  8 shear strain of  9 shear strain of  10 



Testing the effect of twinning on the PPV texture evolution 

Modelling the deformation of a pure PPV aggregate
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Ø  Twinning slows down the evolution of texture intensity 
+ faster rotation towards parallelism between  
dominant slip system and macroscopic shear 



Testing the effect of stress exponent  & linearisation approach 

Modelling the deformation of a pure PPV aggregate

Tangent Second order 

γ = 2

[100]        [010]           [001] [100]        [010]          [001] 

Ø  Slower texture evolution in n=1 simulations 
Ø  Faster evolution (lower activity of twinning) in  2nd order simulations 

Ø  But variations are of 2nd order, in all simulations: 
[100] // shear direction & [010] // normal to shear plane 
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Ø  The two minerals have similar strengths: textures in the mixture 
similar to those of single phase aggregates 

Modelling the deformation of a D” rock 
~ aggregate of 70% MgSiO3 PPV + 30% MgO crystals
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low velocity zones (1–4). TheD′′ region is of great
interest from a geodynamic perspective because it
is a boundary layer between two regions with
extreme viscosity contrasts (i.e., the solid mantle
and liquid outer core). As such, it should play an
active role in controlling mantle convection, ther-
mal structure, and evolution of Earth (5). Numer-
ical modeling (6) and laboratory experiments (7)
indicate that deformation is enhanced near bound-
ary layers, and large strain deformation is expected
to occur in theD′′ region, particularly in slabs sub-
ducted to the CMB. Thus, it is likely that seismic
anisotropies observed in this region are produced
by deformation-induced texturing (preferred orien-
tation) of the constituent minerals (2, 6, 7).

The discovery of a solid-solid phase transi-
tion in MgSiO3 from a perovskite (Pv) to a post-
perovskite (pPv) structure at conditions closely
corresponding to those of the CMB (127 GPa and
2500 K) provided a new perspective for interpret-
ing the D′′ layer (8–10). However, several issues
remain unresolved, including how texture develops
in pPv and how the deformation state in the D′′
is expressed as seismic anisotropy. Texture may
be important in explaining the sharpness of the
D′′ discontinuity (11); seismological observations
suggest the thickness of the discontinuity to be
less than 30 km (12), but experimental data pre-
dicts that the thicknesses should be on the order
of 90 km for an isotropic aggregate (13–15).

When stress is applied to a polycrystal, indi-
vidual crystals deform preferentially along slip
planes. This results in crystal rotations that in turn
lead to preferred orientation of the polycrystal
(texture). Because individual crystals are aniso-
tropic, texturing can result in bulk anisotropy.
Previous deformation experiments on MgSiO3 pPv
and the MgGeO3 pPv analog produced textures
consistent with slip on {110} and/or (100) planes
(16, 17); however, these slip systems are expected
to generate anisotropy largely incompatible with
seismic observations. The older experiments showed
that texture developed during conversion to the pPv
phase and that further compression did not result
in textural changes (16, 17). Recently, Okada et al.
(18) performed new experiments on MgGeO3 pPv.
After transformation from the Pv to pPv phase, (001)
planes were oriented at high angles to compression.
When MgGeO3 enstatite was used as a starting ma-
terial, axial diffraction patterns consistent with the
textures of Merkel et al. (16, 17) were observed.
After further compression, it appeared that (001)
planes became aligned normal to compression, im-
plying that the former texture is related to the phase
transformation (18).

In the CaIrO3 pPv analog, however, the dom-
inant slip plane is (010) over a range of pressures,
temperatures, and strain rates (19, 20–23). This
differing slip system may arise due to bonding

differences inCaIrO3pPv fromother pPv structured
compounds (24). First-principles computations
also find CaIrO3 pPv to have elastic properties and
an electronic structure that are different from
MgSiO3 pPv (25), and modeling of dislocation
cores predicts that CaIrO3 is much more plas-
tically anisotropic than MgSiO3 pPv (26, 27).

We performed axial compression experiments
on MgSiO3 pPv between 148 GPa and 185 GPa
in the diamond anvil cell (DAC). The evolution
of texture and lattice strains were recorded in situ,
using monochromatic synchrotron x-ray diffrac-
tion in radial geometry. The starting material of
vitreous MgSiO3 was mixed with ~10 weight per-
cent Pt powder to serve as a laser absorber and a
pressure standard, and was compressed to high
pressure (28). Conversion directly to the pPv phase
was obtained by laser heating at ~3500 K for ~10
min (28). After conversion to pPv, pressure in the
sample was 148 GPa (table S2). Pressure was
then increased in four steps to 185 GPa over the
course of 7 hours (table S2). At each step, in situ
radial x-ray diffraction images were collected to
document the evolution of pressure, differential
stress, and texture.

Radial diffraction images show variations in
peak position with respect to the compression
direction, which indicate elastic stresses imposed
by the DAC, as well as systematic intensity vari-
ations, which denote texture. These variations are
best visualized if the image is unrolled to display
azimuth versus diffraction angle (Fig. 1). To quan-
titatively extract texture information and calculate
differential stress, we use the Rietveld method as

implemented in the software package MAUD
(28, 29). After conversion, at 148 GPa, differen-
tial stress was 5.3 T 0.1 GPa. At the highest
pressure attained, 185 GPa, the differential stress
was 10.9 T 0.5 GPa (table S2). Inverse pole fig-
ures (IPF) of the compression direction show the
probability of finding the pole (normal) to a lat-
tice plane in the compression direction (Fig. 2).
Just after conversion to pPv, the sample exhibits a
texture characterized by (001) lattice planes at
high angles to compression, with an IPF maxi-
mum of 4.09 multiples of a random distribution
(m.r.d.) (Fig. 2A and table S2). After the first
compression step to 164 GPa, the strength of the
001maximum increases dramatically to 9.62m.r.d.
(Fig. 2B and table S2). Between 164 GPa and 185
GPa, texture changes very little (Fig. 2, B and C,
and table S2). This differs from textures recorded
in lower-pressure pPv analogs of Mn2O3 (30),
CaIrO3 (19, 20–23), MgGeO3 (16), and MgSiO3

(17) but is consistent with the most recent mea-
surements on MgGeO3 pPv (18). These textures
are stronger than textures recorded in previous
experiments (16, 17). In this experiment, texture
strength after compression is greater than 9 m.r.d.
versus ~2.5m.r.d. inMgSiO3 pPv (17), ~2.5m.r.d.
in MgGeO3 pPv (30), and ~1.8 m.r.d. in CaIrO3

pPv (23). The present results cannot be directly
compared with the results of Okada et al. (18) be-
cause those measurements were qualitative.

In contrast to a previous DAC experiment on
MgSiO3 pPv (17), we observe a texture evo-
lution with compression and conclude that the
strengthening of the 001 texture is due to plastic

1Department of Geology and Geophysics, Yale University, New
Haven, CT 06511, USA. 2Department of Earth and Planetary
Science, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-mail:
wenk@berkeley.edu

Fig. 1. “Unrolled”diffrac-
tion image of MgSiO3
pPv taken in situ at 185
GPa (bottom) with the fit
from Rietveld refinement
(top). The region from
2.77 to 3.66Å−1 was ex-
cludedfromRietveldrefine-
ment due to very intense
diffraction from the gas-
ket and little signal from
the sample. pPv diffrac-
tion peaks are labeled, and black arrows indicate the compression direction. Straight lines are from the gasket.
The Pt 220 peak is also labeled and overlaps with the sample. Pt 111 and 200 are buried in the gasket peaks.
Theremay also be someminor formation of PtC due to the reaction of Pt with the diamonds during laser heating
(28). Texture is evident as systematic intensity variations along diffraction peaks. For example, pPv 004 has a
strong maximum in the compression direction. Deviatoric stress can be calculated from the variation of peak
position with azimuth, which is observed in the diffraction image.

Fig. 2. Inverse pole figures
of MgSiO3 pPv at 148 GPa
(A) just after transformation
and at two pressure steps up
to 185 GPa (C). Also shown
for comparison is an IPF of
VPSC results for dominant slip
on (001) and 40% compres-
sive strain (D). This provides
a good match to the data after compression (B and C). Equal area projection and a linear scale is used. Scale
bar in m.r.d., where m.r.d. = 1 is random and a higher m.r.d. number indicates stronger texture.
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Diamond anvil cell experiments  on  
MgSiO3 PPV at D” p,T conditions  
In situ texture measurements by  
X-ray diffraction; stresses 5-10 GPa 

Textures inherited at phase transformation 
+ glide on (001) & {110} planes? 

IPF compression direction 

What do we know about texture development in PPV? 

mantle strain expected in D′′ and tracked
deformation in tracers along several streamlines
by computing the left-stretch tensor at each step
(14, 22, 23). The two-dimensional (2D) convec-
tion calculation employed a Rayleigh number of
107, stress-free boundaries, a temperature-
dependent rheology, and a viscosity jump of a
factor of 50 across the 660-km phase transition
(14). The formation of a rigid lid was inhibited by
imposing a maximum allowable viscosity for the
uppermost portion of the model, allowing strong
slabs to form. As is typical for geodynamical
modeling, we employed the Boussinesq approx-

imation to minimize the number of free parame-
ters. This approximation excludes the effects of
compressibility, viscous dissipation, adiabatic
heating/cooling, and buoyancy effects due to
phase transitions, including the Pv-pPv phase
transition. We would expect that our predicted
strain values would be slightly modified with the
inclusion of these smaller-order physical pro-
cesses; however, given the uncertainties in the
model parameters, we predict that the difference
would be minor, particularly for this study.

We began tracking deformation in slab re-
gions at about 290 km above the CMB, cor-

responding to an approximate depth at which
the Pv-to-pPv phase transition is expected to
occur. The general trend of strain appears to be
similar for most tracers and is characterized by
horizontal stretching as slab material impinges
upon the CMB (Fig. S4). After investigating
several streamlines and observing similar trends,
we concentrated on one particular streamline for
use in polycrystal plasticity models (18). Accu-
mulated strains along a streamline are very large
and, assuming that all this strain is accommo-
dated by dislocation glide, polycrystal plasticity
simulations would predict very sharp textures,
close to a single crystal. This is clearly not real-
istic. At high temperatures, strain may be partial-
ly accommodated by climb, boundary diffusion,
and dynamic recrystallization that may signifi-
cantly weaken texture development. Further-
more, secondary phases may be present. Thus,
after several tests (14), we found that a reasonable
assumption is that 10% of the plastic strain
recorded by the tracer is accommodated by dis-
location glide in pPv and the rest by mechanisms
that do not produce preferred orientation. Using
the VPSC model, we simulated the LPO evolu-
tion of an aggregate of 2000 grains at each time
step of the convection model. Most of the strain
(Fig. 3 and fig. S5) occurs as the aggregate
reaches the CMB and flows parallel to it. This
configuration is very similar to a combination of
pure and simple shear parallel along the freeslip
surface of the CMB. As the tracer descends into
D′′, we observe very little development of LPO
(Fig. 3A). Texture develops rapidly between steps
1000 (Fig. 3A) and 2000 (Fig. 3B) as the tracer
turns at the CMB. The texture strengthens and
evolves only moderately as the particle moves
along the CMB (up to step 5000) (Fig. 3C) and is
later modified during upwelling (Fig. 3D).

We obtained an estimate of expected anisot-
ropies in the D′′ by averaging the single-crystal
elastic tensors as a function of crystallographic
orientation. From the aggregate elastic tensor, we
then calculated seismic velocities in different di-
rections. First-principles calculations provide single-
crystal elastic moduli for MgSiO3-pPv at high
pressure and high temperature (24, 25) (table S3).

Fig. 1. Unrolled diffraction image of (Mg,Fe)SiO3-pPv measured in radial diffraction, in situ, at 145 GPa. The
directions ofmaximumandminimum stress are indicated by the black and gray arrows on the right, respectively.
LPO and differential stress are deduced from the variations of diffraction intensity and peak position with
orientation. Miller indices of the diffraction lines from the (Mg,Fe)SiO3-pPv sample actually used in the analysis
are labeled on the figure. Diffraction lines with no evidence of stress (straight lines) are from the gasket.

Fig. 2. Inverse pole figure showing the preferred orientation pattern in (Mg,Fe)
SiO3-pPv in compressionmeasured (A) at 145GPa just after converting thematerial
to the pPv phase, (B) at 157 GPa, (C) in MgGeO3 pPv at 130 GPa (17), and (D)
simulated after 20% compressive strain with models that favor slip on (100) and

(110). Equal-area projection is used, and linear contours express pole densities in
multiples of a random distribution. Reflections used for inverting the orientation
distribution function are indicated in the experimental inverse pole figures. The 152,
062, and 200 peaks of (Mg,Fe)SiO3-pPv overlap and are not well resolved.
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Ø  Texture inheritance + stresses in experiments >> mantle stresses (<1GPa) 

50% shortening 



Experiments on analogs : CaIrO3 PPV at  1GPa, 1173 K  

What do we know about the rock-scale deformation 
and texture development in PPV? 

unquenchable phase at the ambient conditions. Thus,
investigation of the fabric or slip systems of post-
perovskite phase is limited to the theoretical calculation
and experimental studies on analogue materials [15–
17]. From crystal structural consideration, (010) has
been suggested to be the dominant slip plane for the
MgSiO3 post-perovskite phase [13]. This prediction is
supported by transmission electron microscope (TEM)
observations demonstrating major dislocations devel-
oped in CaIrO3 post-perovskite phase [17]. In contrast, a
recent first-principles metadynamics calculation sug-
gested that (110) is the dominant slip plane for the
MgSiO3 post-perovskite phase [16], which is similar to
experimental results for the MgGeO3 post-perovskite
phase ((110) or (100) slip plane [15]). Thus, the nature
of the dominant slip system for post-perovskite phase
has yet to be clarified.

Probably the most practical and effective way to
investigate the steady-state fabric of the post-perovskite
phase is direct observation of microstructure and crystal-
lographic orientationmeasurements on samples recovered
from large shear deformation experiments using electron
microscopy. Among all the post-perovskite-type oxide
(ABO3; space group: Cmcm) presently known, CaIrO3 is
the only material that maintains the post-perovskite
structure at the ambient conditions [18]. The slip system
and LPO pattern depend strongly on crystal structure, but
not on chemistry [19]. We, therefore, believe that direct
observation of the LPO of CaIrO3 post-perovskite
prepared by deformation experiments provides valid in-
formation about the LPO and slip system ofMgSiO3 post-
perovskite. This information can then be used to under-
stand the origin of seismic anisotropy in the D″ layer.

2. Experimental procedure

We prepared CaIrO3 post-perovskite phase by
reacting IrO2 and CaCO3 powders at 1073 K for 24 h
and then 1253 K for 240 h in air. The recovered sample
was identified by X-ray power diffraction to be a single
phase of CaIrO3 post-perovskite. The powdered CaIrO3

was then sintered at 3 GPa and N1273 K for 105 h in the
Kawai-type high pressure apparatus to obtain a well-
sintered polycrystalline sample to be used as the starting
material for deformation experiments. Before deforma-
tion experiments, the microstructure of the starting
material was examined on a polished surface (prepared
using 0.05 μm colloidal silica) using a field emission
scanning electron microscope (FE-SEM). The matter
typically has an equigranular texture made up of a few
tens of micrometers euhedral grains. LPOmeasurements
were performed using electron back-scattered diffrac-

tion (EBSD) technique. The LPO and grain shape
alignment of the starting material were insignificant.

For shear deformation experiments on the CaIrO3

post-perovskite phase, a modified Griggs type defor-
mation apparatus [20] was used with a sample assembly
appropriate for nearly simple shear deformation under
confining pressure of 1 GPa and temperature of 1173 K.
This temperature corresponds to ∼ 0.7 T /Tm (where Tm
is the melting temperature) [21]. This condition corre-
sponds to that of the bottom of the D″ layer where T /Tm
is estimated to be ∼ 0.7–0.8 [10]. To estimate the T /Tm
at the bottom of the D″ layer, we used the melting
temperature of silicate perovskite [22] because of lack of
data for post-perovskite. A thin sliced sintered poly-
crystalline CaIrO3 post-perovskite (∼ 0.3 to 0.4 mm
thick) was sandwiched between two alumina pistons cut
at 45° to the compression axis for shear deformation.
This assembly was surrounded by gold or platinum
tubing. Shear strain was measured by a gold foil strain
marker located at the center of the sample (Fig. 1). Two
types of deformation experiments with smaller and
larger shear strains were conducted. Shear strain (γ) and
shear strain rate were estimated to be respectively ∼ 0.4
and ∼ 6×10−5/s for the smaller strain experiment (run
Hi-171), and respectively ∼ 1 and ∼ 1×10−4/s for the
larger strain experiment (run Hi-172). After the
deformation experiments, the microstructure and

Fig. 1. Schematic figure of cell assembly for simple shear deformation
with a modified Griggs apparatus. Metal foil (Au) was used as strain
marker in the sample.
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crystallographic orientations of the recovered samples
were examined by FE-SEM and EBSD.

3. Results

The geometry of the gold foil strain markers indicates
that the samples deformed homogeneously at the scale of

the sample thickness both in the smaller and larger strain
deformation experiments. Forescatter orientation contrast
imaging with the FE-SEM revealed frequent elongated
grains ranging up to a few tens of micrometers (Fig. 2).
Most of the grains have their longest axis parallel to the
major axis of the strain ellipsoid;∼ 40° and∼ 30° inclined
from the shear direction in the smaller and larger strain

Fig. 2. Microstructures of deformed CaIrO3 post-perovskite aggregates. (A) Scanning electron microscopic orientation contrast images of the sample
deformed to γ∼0.4 (run Hi-171). (B) crystallographic orientation mapping collected from the area of (A) using EBSD technique with 2 μm/step scan.
(C) orientation contrast images of the sample deformed to γ∼1 (run Hi-172). (D) orientation map collected from the area of (C) with 1.5 μm/step scan.

Fig. 3. Pole figures of the crystallographic orientation (a-, b- and c-axes) for deformed CaIrO3 post-perovskite (run Hi-171, γ∼0.4; run Hi-172,
γ∼1). The east–west direction corresponds to the shear direction and the north and south poles correspond to the shear plane normal. The shear sense
is indicated by arrows (top to left). Orientations are plotted in the upper hemisphere by equal area projection using more than 20,000 crystallographic
orientation data. The color coding refers to the density of the data points and the number in the legend indicates the multiples of the uniform
distribution. Half scatter width of 30° was used to draw contours.
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What do we need for using this approach for the deep mantle? 
1.  Clear observations of seismic anisotropy 
2.  Knowledge on the constitutive minerals deformation: 

 2.1. at the crystal scale : which deformation mechanisms? 
 2.2. at the rock scale : texture (crystal preferred orientation) 

development as a function of strain 
3. Knowledge on the minerals’ and deformed rocks’ seismic 
properties 
4. Calculation of the texture and seismic anisotropy produced by 
a given deformation and of their consequences to the 
seismological observations 

✔ 
✔ 

✔ 



rock = aggregate of anisotropic crystals 

volumetric averaging of the single crystal 
properties as function of: 

-  mineralogical composition 
-  orientation of the crystals 

How to calculate seismic anisotropy at the rock scale 



Seismic properties of the PPV & MgO crystals at 100 GPa – 2000 K 

PPV (Mg0.75Fe0.25)SiO3 

MgO 

Ø  Cubic, but more 
anisotropic than PPV! 

Ø  23% for P & 50% for S-
waves 

Ø  13% for P & 19% for S-waves 
Ø  Simple velocity variation 

pattern for P-waves, complex 
for S-waves 



Seismic properties of a 70% PPV – 30% MgO rock at 120GPa – 2000K 
= top of a cold domain of D” 
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What do we need for using this approach for the deep mantle? 
1.  Clear observations of seismic anisotropy 
2.  Knowledge on the constitutive minerals deformation: 

 2.1. at the crystal scale : which deformation mechanisms? 
 2.2. at the rock scale : texture (crystal preferred orientation) 

development as a function of strain 
3. Knowledge on the minerals’ and deformed rocks’ seismic 
properties 
4. Calculation of the texture and seismic anisotropy produced by 
a given deformation and of their consequences to the 
seismological observations 

✔ 
✔ 

✔ 
✔ 
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Which deformation in D”? 

Mc Namara et al 
Nature 2002  

Ø  Flow patterns can be very complex: 
-  folding of the slabs… 

BUT the highest strain domains: 
 stretching subparallel to CMB 

temperature 

Dislocation creep 

Diffusion creep 



Hypothesis: strong shear // to CMB γ = 10

Panning & Romanowicz Science 2004 

process is irreversible. Sonication of any of the
bundle, tubular, and even sheet-like assemblies
results in irreversible dispersion of the rods un-
der all conditions studied thus far, including
elevated temperature (80°C, followed by slow
cooling). The rate of sedimentation under these
conditions effectively competes with the assem-
bly process.

This study has introduced the concept of
using polymer segments in nanorod structures
to control their assembly into flat two-dimen-
sional and curved three-dimensional structures.
One can systematically make different architec-
tures by controlling the composition of the rod
structures and the ratio of the blocks of different
materials that compose them. Insight into such
assembly processes not only complements the
work of others with mesoscopic and macro-
scopic assembly schemes (26, 27) but also is
critical to understanding self-organization pro-
cesses in unnatural systems and the exploitation
of these versatile rod-like synthons in the fab-
rication of a new category of metal-polymer
hybrid materials and, perhaps, devices.
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Inferences on Flow at the
Base of Earth’s Mantle

Based on Seismic Anisotropy
Mark Panning* and Barbara Romanowicz

We applied global waveform tomography to model radial anisotropy in the
whole mantle. We found that in the last few hundred kilometers near the
core-mantle boundary, horizontally polarized S-wave velocities (VSH) are, on
average, faster (by !1%) than vertically polarized S-wave velocities (VSV),
suggesting a large-scale predominance of horizontal shear. This confirms
that the D"" region at the base of the mantle is also a mechanical boundary
layer for mantle convection. A notable exception to this average signature
can be found at the base of the two broad low-velocity regions under the
Pacific Ocean and under Africa, often referred to as “superplumes,” where
the anisotropic pattern indicates the onset of vertical flow.

The core-mantle boundary (CMB) repre-
sents a thermal and a chemical boundary
between Earth’s solid silicate mantle and
its liquid iron outer core. The correspond-
ing boundary layer on the mantle side, of-
ten referred to as D"", is thus the site of
complex dynamic processes that may in-
volve thermal and chemical heterogeneity
at various scales [e.g., (1)]. Additionally, it
has been suggested that this layer functions
as a mechanical boundary layer for the
convection of the overlying mantle, leading
to intense deformation. Such deformation
processes can lead to detectable seismic
anisotropy, either through the alignment of
anisotropic crystals in the strain field or
through the fine layering of materials with
contrasting elastic properties (2, 3).

The presence of anisotropy in D"" has
been established in several regions, includ-
ing under the central Pacific Ocean, north-
eastern Asia, Alaska, and Central America,
from the observation of seismic waves dif-
fracting (Sdiff) or reflecting (ScS ) at the
CMB (3–8). The limited areas of sampling,
however, have made interpretation of these
observations difficult. A more global pic-
ture of long-wavelength anisotropic D""
structure would clearly aid interpretation in
terms of dynamic flow modeling as well as
mineral physics.

With this in mind, we have adapted a
global waveform tomography approach (9,
10) to develop a three-dimensional model
of radial anisotropy in the whole mantle,
using a large data set of three-component
time-domain waveforms of surface and
body waves (11). The model is parameter-
ized in terms of isotropic VS and the aniso-
tropic # parameter (# $ V 2

SH /V 2
SV), which

is directly related to radial anisotropy in
S-wave velocity (12). With our data set and
our broadband sensitivity kernels (9),
which allow us to use both reflected and
diffracted waves in D"" (fig. S1), we have
enough coverage to invert for radially
anisotropic structure in the whole mantle,
as shown by resolution tests (13).

Our final model includes anisotropic S-
wave velocity structure throughout the
mantle. Two regions of strong “degree 0”
radial anisotropy stand out in our model:
the uppermost mantle and D"" (Fig. 1). In
both regions, on average, VSH is faster than
VSV. This can be interpreted, at least for the

Berkeley Seismological Laboratory, 215 McCone Hall,
University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720, USA.

*To whom correspondence should be addressed. E-
mail: mpanning@seismo.berkeley.edu

Fig. 1. Degree 0 model for # as a function of
depth (solid line). The values for PREM (17) are
shown by the dashed line. For reference, the
660-km discontinuity in the transition zone
between the upper and lower mantle is shown
(dotted line). Note the strong increase at the
base of the mantle, similar but smaller in am-
plitude to that seen in the uppermost mantle.
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VSH>VSV 
Ø  For most S-wave propagations, 

SH faster than SV 



Hypothesis: strong shear // to CMB γ = 10

Shear wave splitting: in D”, Sdiff & ScS 

http://garnero.asu.edu/ 

Ø  Strong variation of the intensity of 
anisotropy as a function of the 
propagation direction: 90° periodicity 

Ø  When splitting can be observed: 
    VSH polarized in the horizontal plane 
Ø  Shearing // to CMB cannot explain  
     inclined fast polarizations   Nowacki et al 

Nature 2010 



Incidence angle = 66° 

D” reflections  
Hypothesis on the seismic 

properties of the upper layer: 
Ø  PV develops no texture = 

deformation by diffusional 
processes (Talk by Ph. Carrez) Incident  

P-wave Reflected PdP  

Refracted 
P-wave 

Converted 
S-wave 

Iso PV + Anis MgO 

Anis PPV + Anis MgO 

+ 
+ 

+ 
+ 

- - - - 
Variations in intensity of PdP with a 
periodicity of 45°, only + observable 

Consistent with Siberia, but not Caribbean 
Actual incidence angles 60-70° 



Interpretation of seismic anisotropy data in the deep mantle relies on 
multiscale deformation models 
 
Essential first step: sound knowledge on the deformation mechanisms 
of deep mantle phases è  recent advances on atomic scale modeling 
 
From single crystal to the rock-scale: viscoplastic self-consistent 
models produce robust 1st order predictions of the evolution of texture 
patterns with strain, BUT they are simple models: only simulate the 
effect of dislocation glide, no topology… 
 
Elastic properties of single crystals : sound advances  
Easy scale-transfer from crystal to rock : well-tested for crustal and 
upper mantle rocks 
 
Seismic anisotropy in D”: Most, but not all observations might be 
explained by an anisotropic PPV-rich D”, deforming by shear parallel 
to the CMB by dislocation creep with dominant activation of [100](010) 
slip (+ [001](001) and twinning).  

Flow and anisotropy in the (very deep) mantle 



Li et al GRL 2016 


